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FIRST TIME BEFORE BREWING
Purpose - An ‘Autotune’ needs to be performed prior to your first brew day. The PID will calibrate itself to give the 
most efficient and accurate heating. You only need to do this for your PID before your first brew and then it’ll be set.

To auto-tune, fill your kettle to about 75% full and bring your kettle to approximately 150 degrees. Once the PID is 
close to 150F turn on the pump to recirculate into the basket (see Step 2). Note: It is important to only have the pump 
at about ¼ flow which is the same flow you’ll use during the mash step. Once this is done follow the bellow steps: 

1. Press ‘Set’ and ‘<’ at the same time 

2. Press ‘^’ three times, then ‘< ‘once, then ‘^’ three times to get 0033. Press ‘Set’

3. This will bring up FØØ 

4. Press ^ x2 to get FØ2 and hit set 

5. The screen will read ‘at’ (autotune) on top with ‘no’ in green at the bottom 

6. Press ‘^’ once to change from ‘no’ to ‘yes’ 

7. Press ‘Set’ and ‘<’ at the same time 

8. ATU will blink on the bottom left of the screen 

9. Autotuning will take about an hour as the PID makes adjustments

AUTOTUNE
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HEAT STRIKE WATER
Purpose – During this step you’ll heat all the water needed (called strike water) to add your crushed grain which will 
make your mash. Since this is a single vessel, no sparge system you’ll add your entire volume of strike water to your 
kettle during this step.

• Fill your kettle with the entire volume of strike water as prescribed by your recipe. Use the etched volume 
markers inside the kettle. 

• After filling the kettle with the correct amount of strike water place the basket into the top of the kettle.

• Connect one hose from the kettle outlet valve to the inlet on the pump.
• Connect the other hose from the pump outlet to the inlet port on the basket.
• Open the kettle drain valve, the pump valve and the valve on the basket.
• Set your controller to the desired mash temperature and turn the element on.

Pro Tip: Set your controller roughly 3-5 degrees higher than your desired mash temps. Since the grain is colder than 
mash temps it will lower the temperature inside the kettle/basket once the grain is poured in.

• Turn the pump on and let the kettle heat up until it reaches the desired temp. Put the lid on to help retain heat 
and speed up heat up times. The constant recirculation from the pump will make sure the temps are consistent 
throughout the entire kettle and basket.

Pro Tip: When priming your pump make sure the outlet valve and kettle valves are open so liquid can flow through the 
pump which will push any air out of pump head. If the pump head has air inside it will not work properly.

STEP 1
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MASH IN
Purpose – During this step the crushed grain will be added to the hot water creating a mash. This hot water converts 
the starches in the grain into sugars. Eventually these sugars will be ‘eaten’ by the yeast and alcohol will be created.

• Turn the pump off, element off and remove the lid. The lid can conveniently hang on the back kettle handle.
• Slowly start pouring your crushed grain into the basket. Either have a brew partner stir while you pour the grain 

in or pour a little at a time and stir in between pours. This stirring will make sure all the grain gets into contact 
with the strike water and no dough balls are created. 

• Set your controller to your desired mash temps and turn the element on.
• Turn your pump on and using the ball valve on your pump restrict the flow to about ¼ of full flow.

Pro Tip: Always use the ball valve on the pump to restrict the flow. This valve will control the flow most accurately. Never 
restrict the flow to the pump as it will starve the pump of liquid and can cause premature wear.

Pro Tip: We recommend a constant recirculation during the entire mash as it helps maintain the most consistent 
temperatures throughout the entire mash. It also provides for a good increase in efficiencies.

Pro Tip: The volume in the basket should stay roughly at the same height. If the volume starts to increase there mostly 
likely is a stuck sparge meaning the filter at the bottom is clogged with grain. Simply turn off the pump, stir the mash 
for a minute and then turn the pump on. This should unclog the filter!

Pro Tip: Turn the pump off the last 5mins to let all liquid start draining out of the basket.

STEP 2
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DRAIN (LAUTER)
Purpose – During this step the grain in the basket and the sugary water that was created (wort) will be separated. The 
spent grain can be used for baking, dog treats, fertilizer, etc while the wort will be boiled.

• Turn the element and pump off. 

• Lift the basket out of the kettle and carefully rest the basket on top of your kettle with both hooks secured over 
the top lip of the kettle. 

CAUTION: We recommend having two people lift the basket and placing on the kettle for safety reasons.

Pro Tip: With the basket raised out of the wort and hanging from the basket hooks the pump can be turned back on 
at about ¼ flow. This is called a ‘vorlauf’ and will help with wort clarity. The grain acts as a filter and recirculating the 
wort in the kettle back through the grain will allow the clear liquid to flow through while the solids are trapped in the 
grain bed. We recommend doing a vorlauf for 10 minutes.

• Let the basket hang on the kettle until it stops dripping wort. This should take 5-10 minutes. However while the 
basket is draining you can proceed to Step 4 and turn on the element.

STEP 3
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BOIL
Purpose – During this step the wort is boiled. This will evaporate off flavors and concentrate the wort.

• Close all the valves.
• Disconnect the orange hose from the basket inlet valve and attach it to the second port on the kettle.
• Set your controller to manual mode, set the output to 100% and turn on the element.

• To change over to manual mode press the ‘SET’ button. You’ll see ‘AMRS AUTO’ on screen
• Next press the ‘^’ button. You’ll now see ‘AMRS MAN’ on screen
• Wait 2 seconds and the PID will lock into manual mode. The PID now controls % power as opposed to a 

specific temperature 

Pro Tip: The controller will be changed from ‘auto’ mode to ‘manual’ mode during this step. In auto mode the controller 
will precisely control the temperature which is beneficial during the mash step. However during the boil step we’re more 
interested in getting a good rolling boil. The controller in manual mode will let you precisely adjust the output to get a 
good rolling boil.

• After the basket is done dripping remove it from the kettle.
• Allow the element to bring the wort to a boil. Once at boil the controller can be dialed back so a steady rolling 

boil is achieved. 
Pro Tip: When wort is about to reach boiling an issue called ‘hot break’ can occur. The wort can begin to rise and boil 
over the top of the kettle. This is very similar to boiling pasta. If this starts to happen simply turn the element off and 
stir the wort. You may need to repeat this a few times but it should subside once your 5 minutes into the boil.

• Add your hops as needed and boil for the recommended time the recipe calls for.

STEP 4
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WHIRLPOOL
Purpose – During this step the wort will be run into the pump and back into the kettle at an angle. This will create 
the wort to spin inside the kettle. This spinning will cause the sediment like grain, hops and proteins to collect at the 
bottom center of the kettle. This step allows for clear wort transfer into your fermenter.

• Turn off the element.
• Open the outlet valve on the kettle, the valve on the pump and the second valve on the kettle.
• Turn the pump on.
• We recommend whirlpooling for 10-15 minutes.
• Turn the pump off and close all the valves.

STEP 5
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CHILL (KNOCKOUT)
Purpose – During this step the wort is cooled down from the near boiling temperatures down to what is called ‘yeast 
pitching’ temperatures and transferred to a fermenter. This simply means we are cooling the wort down to temperatures 
where yeast can be added without causing them harm. Typically 70F is a good knockout temp. 

• If you’re using our optional counter flow chiller disconnect the hose from the second port on the kettle to the 
wort inlet on the chiller.

• Make sure your chiller and fermenter are sanitized.
• The cable from the temperature probe on the kettle can be attached to the temperature probe on the chiller. 

This will give the temperature reading of the wort exiting the chiller. 
• Open the outlet valve on the kettle and the valve on the pump so it is just cracked open. When chilling you’ll 

want the flow rate to be very slow.
Pro Tip: If you use our optional counterflow wort chiller the outlet water will be roughly 150F which can be collected 
and used for cleaning your equipment while conserving water.

• Turn the pump on.
• Once the kettle has been completely drained into your fermenter close all the valves. 

STEP 6
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CLEANING
Purpose – During this step the equipment used during your brew day will be cleaned and ready for use on your next 
brew day.

Kettle

• Dump remaining trub and hop material out of your kettle.
• Rinse the kettle out to remove large particulates.
• Fill your kettle about 1/4 full with hot water and add your brewery wash.
• Connect the tubing as shown above and open the valves.
• Turn the pump on and allow to run for about 5 minutes while you scrub the inside of the kettle clean. This will 

clean the tubing, pump and hardware internals.
Pro Tip: Open and closing the valves a few times will help clean them more throughly.

Pro Tip: Run some of the brewery wash through the baskets inlet to help clean the hardware internals.

• Once the kettle and hardware is cleaned attach the orange hose from the pump to the chiller and drain the 
kettle. This will clean the chiller.

• Repeat the above steps with clean water to rinse the cleaner.
Pro Tip: You can add Star San with your rinse water to rinse and sanitize at the same time.

Basket

• Scoop or dump grain out of the basket.
• Rinse the basket off.
• Scrub the basket clean with brewery wash or dish soap.
• Rinse the cleaner off the basket.

Pro Tip: Use BKF to shine stainless back up. Avoid logo and volume etchings as they can dull over time.

STEP 7


